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Abstract: We investigate the scenario where an over-actuated plant is controlled over a network.
We concentrate on the effect of two network-induced phenomena: varying transmission intervals
and scheduling, in the sense that only one of the actuators receives new data at each transmission
instant. We present an emulation-based solution for the controller design, i.e., the controller is
first designed to stabilize the origin of the plant ignoring the network and second, the packet-
based network is taken into account and conditions on the maximum allowable transmission
interval (MATI) and the scheduling protocol are given to preserve the stability of the closed-
loop system. Our results are tailored to over-actuated plants leading to significant improvements
compared to applying off-the-shelf results available in the literature. In particular, a new model
is derived and new conditions on the scheduling protocol are given, which lead to a two-measure
stability property for the networked control system. We illustrate how new classes of scheduling
protocols can be derived by exploiting over-actuation, which leads to larger MATI bounds
compared to applying existing results, as shown on a numerical example.
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hybrid systems, Lyapunov methods.

1. INTRODUCTION

Communication networks are increasingly used in control
applications to connect a plant with its sensors control
unit, in which case we talk of networked control sys-
tems (NCS). NCS offer many advantages over classical
dedicated point-to-point connections in terms of ease of
implementation and maintenance, lower cost etc. The use
of wireless networks is even unavoidable in some applica-
tions, such as cooperative driving, see, e.g., (Dolk et al.,
2017). However, networks also inevitably generate com-
munication imperfections including (aperiodic) transmis-
sions, scheduling, quantization, delays and packet losses,
which may seriously deteriorate the desired closed-loop
behaviour. This motivates the development of control the-
oretical tools dedicated to NCS and various methods are
now available in the literature, see, e.g., (Heemels et al.,
2010; Hetel et al., 2017; Nešić and Teel, 2004; Park et al.,
2017; Peters et al., 2016; Walsh et al., 2001).

In this work, we investigate over-actuated plants, which
communicate with their controller over a packet-based
digital network subject to aperiodic transmissions and
scheduling, like power grids, see, e.g., (Kreiss et al., 2021;
Singh et al., 2014). Over-actuation means that inputs are
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available in the system to make it resilient to failures, to
enhance performance, to optimize control power or to deal
with attacks see, e.g., (Cristofaro et al., 2018; Johansen
and Fossen, 2013; Kreiss et al., 2021; Trip et al., 2019). As
a result, we have more control inputs at our disposal than
needed to achieve the control goal. Existing techniques for
NCS such as those in e.g., (Carnevale et al., 2007; Donkers
et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012; Nešić and Teel, 2004), apply
to over-actuated systems but do not exploit their special
features and consequently impose stronger conditions than
needed in particular on the scheduling protocol. Consider
the round-robin (RR) protocol for instance, which grants
access to the network to each actuator node in a cyclic
pre-determined fashion. RR would visit all nodes one after
the other even though this may not be needed as several
actuators may have the same effect on the plant dynamics.
This demonstrates that there is a need for networked
control tools, which take into account the features of over-
actuated systems. To concentrate on the challenges due to
over-actuation, we consider a set-up where the controller
is directly connected to the sensors and sends the control
input to the plant actuators over a digital channel where
each actuator is associated to a network node, see Fig. 1.
As a result, only one of the actuators nodes receives new
data at each transmission instant.

In this paper, we consider a general framework based
on nonlinear plant models, which are over-actuated with
respect to static controllers. We proceed by emulation in
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Fig. 1. The NCS set-up where the number of nodes nu

corresponds to the number of actuators.

the sense that we first design a stabilizing output-feedback
controller for the closed-loop system in the absence of
the network. At this stage, any relevant control design
technique in the literature can be applied to synthesize the
feedback law. The controller will be set-valued because of
over-actuation, which is a first difference with respect to
the related NCS literature. In the second design stage,
we take into account the packet-based communication
network and present a new hybrid model of the overall
system, for which a jump corresponds to a transmission.
Afterwards, we present the conditions we impose on the
original closed-loop system as in (Carnevale et al., 2007),
the scheduling rule and the maximum allowable trans-
mission interval (MATI) based on which we ensure that
the NCS satisfies a uniform global asymptotic stability
property. Contrary to e.g., (Carnevale et al., 2007; Heemels
et al., 2010; Hertneck and Allgöwer, 2020; Nešić and Teel,
2004), the protocol is required to satisfy a two-measure
stability property (Cai et al., 2007; Teel and Praly, 2000)
because of over-actuation, as opposed to standard uniform
global exponential/asymptotic stability. This leads to a
new two-measure stability property for the NCS.

While uniformly globally exponentially stable (UGES)
protocols as considered in, e.g., (Carnevale et al., 2007;
Donkers et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012; Nešić and Teel, 2004),
can be used to ensure the condition we impose on the
protocol, this notion needs to be revisited and modified
when dealing with over-actuated plants simply because
all the actuator nodes do not have to be used. In fact,
we show how over-actuation can be exploited to develop
new, tailored scheduling protocols in this context. These
new protocols exploit the redundancy of the inputs of the
plant and can lead to larger MATI bounds as we show on
a numerical example. We believe that these protocols are
one of the main contributions of this work and that many
more could be derived in the future. Note that the proofs
are omitted for space reasons.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MODELLING

2.1 Plant and effective control

Consider the plant model

9xp “ fppxp, Buq, y “ hppxpq, (1)

where xp P Rnxp is the state, u P Rnu is the control
input, y P Rny is the output, B P RnBˆnu is a real, non-
zero matrix, and nxp

, nu, ny, nB P Zą0. We introduce the
effective control input v :“ Bu P Rnv as in (Johansen and
Fossen, 2013), where nv :“ nB . In that way, (1) becomes

9xp “ fppxp, vq, y “ hppxpq. (2)

We proceed by emulation and we thus first design the con-
troller ignoring the network. We assume for this purpose

that we know an effective static output-feedback controller
in the absence of network of the form

v “ geffpyq, (3)

which robustly stabilizes the origin of system (2) in a sense
made precise in the sequel. Note that we consider only
static output controllers to concentrate on the issues stem-
ming from over-actuation. Appropriate generalisations to
dynamic controllers are left for future work.

2.2 Network-free over-actuated plant

System (1) is assumed to be over-actuated in the sense
that it has redundant inputs, which is formalized by the
next assumption, see also (Harkegard and Glad, 2005;
Zaccarian, 2009).

Assumption 1. dimKertBu ą 0. l
Remark 2. Systems satisfying Assumption 1 are usually
referred as static over-actuated systems, see e.g. (Zaccar-
ian, 2009). l

Given (3), we can then derive a control allocation policy
to specify the value of u in (1) such that Bu “ geffpyq
holds, see, e.g., (Bodson, 2002; Johansen and Fossen, 2013;
Oppenheimer et al., 2006). Hence, the control input u
applied to system (6) satisfies

u P Gcpyq :“ tw P Rnu : Bw “ geffpyqu . (4)

Note that Gc is indeed a set-valued map in view of
Assumption 1.

2.3 Network set-up

We investigate the scenario where the controller is im-
plemented over a network. To concentrate on the issues
related to over-actuation, we focus on the case where only
control input signals are communicated over the network
and assume for simplicity, that the sensors are directly
connected to the controller, see Fig. 1. Moreover, each
component ui, i P t1, . . . , nuu, of u is associated to a given
node. We therefore have nu (actuator) nodes.

Transmissions occur at times ti, i P Zě0, which verify, for
all i P Zě0,

ti`1 ´ ti P rε, T s, (5)
where 0 ă ε ď T , ε being the minimum allowable inter-
transmission interval and T the maximum allowable inter-
transmission interval (MATI). At each ti, i P Zě0, a single
actuator node receives a packet sent by the controller. As
a result, system (1) can be written as

9xp “ fppxp, Bûq, y “ hppxpq, (6)

between two successive transmission instants, where û :“
pû1, û2, . . . , ûnuq is the network-induced input. At each
transmission instant ti, for i P Zě0, a single component ûj ,
j P t1, . . . , nuu, of û is updated using the newly received
data, i.e.,

ûjpt`
i q “ hj,recpujptiq, ûjptiq, ηptiqq, (7)

where η P S Ď Rnη with nη P Zě0, is a vector of variables,
which may be needed to implement the scheduling proto-
col. Examples of variables η include transmission counters
and toggle variables, see, for instance, Section 4 and (Nešić
and Teel, 2004, Remark 2). We write the dynamics of the
η-system using the general form

9η “ fηpxp, û, ηq, (8)
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Fig. 1. The NCS set-up where the number of nodes nu

corresponds to the number of actuators.

the sense that we first design a stabilizing output-feedback
controller for the closed-loop system in the absence of
the network. At this stage, any relevant control design
technique in the literature can be applied to synthesize the
feedback law. The controller will be set-valued because of
over-actuation, which is a first difference with respect to
the related NCS literature. In the second design stage,
we take into account the packet-based communication
network and present a new hybrid model of the overall
system, for which a jump corresponds to a transmission.
Afterwards, we present the conditions we impose on the
original closed-loop system as in (Carnevale et al., 2007),
the scheduling rule and the maximum allowable trans-
mission interval (MATI) based on which we ensure that
the NCS satisfies a uniform global asymptotic stability
property. Contrary to e.g., (Carnevale et al., 2007; Heemels
et al., 2010; Hertneck and Allgöwer, 2020; Nešić and Teel,
2004), the protocol is required to satisfy a two-measure
stability property (Cai et al., 2007; Teel and Praly, 2000)
because of over-actuation, as opposed to standard uniform
global exponential/asymptotic stability. This leads to a
new two-measure stability property for the NCS.

While uniformly globally exponentially stable (UGES)
protocols as considered in, e.g., (Carnevale et al., 2007;
Donkers et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012; Nešić and Teel, 2004),
can be used to ensure the condition we impose on the
protocol, this notion needs to be revisited and modified
when dealing with over-actuated plants simply because
all the actuator nodes do not have to be used. In fact,
we show how over-actuation can be exploited to develop
new, tailored scheduling protocols in this context. These
new protocols exploit the redundancy of the inputs of the
plant and can lead to larger MATI bounds as we show on
a numerical example. We believe that these protocols are
one of the main contributions of this work and that many
more could be derived in the future. Note that the proofs
are omitted for space reasons.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MODELLING

2.1 Plant and effective control

Consider the plant model

9xp “ fppxp, Buq, y “ hppxpq, (1)

where xp P Rnxp is the state, u P Rnu is the control
input, y P Rny is the output, B P RnBˆnu is a real, non-
zero matrix, and nxp

, nu, ny, nB P Zą0. We introduce the
effective control input v :“ Bu P Rnv as in (Johansen and
Fossen, 2013), where nv :“ nB . In that way, (1) becomes

9xp “ fppxp, vq, y “ hppxpq. (2)

We proceed by emulation and we thus first design the con-
troller ignoring the network. We assume for this purpose

that we know an effective static output-feedback controller
in the absence of network of the form

v “ geffpyq, (3)

which robustly stabilizes the origin of system (2) in a sense
made precise in the sequel. Note that we consider only
static output controllers to concentrate on the issues stem-
ming from over-actuation. Appropriate generalisations to
dynamic controllers are left for future work.

2.2 Network-free over-actuated plant

System (1) is assumed to be over-actuated in the sense
that it has redundant inputs, which is formalized by the
next assumption, see also (Harkegard and Glad, 2005;
Zaccarian, 2009).

Assumption 1. dimKertBu ą 0. l
Remark 2. Systems satisfying Assumption 1 are usually
referred as static over-actuated systems, see e.g. (Zaccar-
ian, 2009). l

Given (3), we can then derive a control allocation policy
to specify the value of u in (1) such that Bu “ geffpyq
holds, see, e.g., (Bodson, 2002; Johansen and Fossen, 2013;
Oppenheimer et al., 2006). Hence, the control input u
applied to system (6) satisfies

u P Gcpyq :“ tw P Rnu : Bw “ geffpyqu . (4)

Note that Gc is indeed a set-valued map in view of
Assumption 1.

2.3 Network set-up

We investigate the scenario where the controller is im-
plemented over a network. To concentrate on the issues
related to over-actuation, we focus on the case where only
control input signals are communicated over the network
and assume for simplicity, that the sensors are directly
connected to the controller, see Fig. 1. Moreover, each
component ui, i P t1, . . . , nuu, of u is associated to a given
node. We therefore have nu (actuator) nodes.

Transmissions occur at times ti, i P Zě0, which verify, for
all i P Zě0,

ti`1 ´ ti P rε, T s, (5)
where 0 ă ε ď T , ε being the minimum allowable inter-
transmission interval and T the maximum allowable inter-
transmission interval (MATI). At each ti, i P Zě0, a single
actuator node receives a packet sent by the controller. As
a result, system (1) can be written as

9xp “ fppxp, Bûq, y “ hppxpq, (6)

between two successive transmission instants, where û :“
pû1, û2, . . . , ûnuq is the network-induced input. At each
transmission instant ti, for i P Zě0, a single component ûj ,
j P t1, . . . , nuu, of û is updated using the newly received
data, i.e.,

ûjpt`
i q “ hj,recpujptiq, ûjptiq, ηptiqq, (7)

where η P S Ď Rnη with nη P Zě0, is a vector of variables,
which may be needed to implement the scheduling proto-
col. Examples of variables η include transmission counters
and toggle variables, see, for instance, Section 4 and (Nešić
and Teel, 2004, Remark 2). We write the dynamics of the
η-system using the general form

9η “ fηpxp, û, ηq, (8)

between two successive transmission instants, which is
assumed to be forward complete (Angeli and Sontag,
1999), and, at each transmission instant ti, i P Zě0,

ηpt`
i q “ gηpηptiqq. (9)

Examples of systems (8)-(9) will be provided in Section 4.

We do not necessarily enforce ûjpt`
i q to be equal to ujptiq

in (7), we use instead a general term hj,recpujptiq, ûjptiq,
ηptiqq. We plan to show in future work how this degree of
flexibility can be exploited for over-actuated plants. Note
that the index “rec” in hj,rec stands for “received”.

Because uj depends on y through the set-valued map Gc,
see (4), and since we are dealing with an output-feedback
controller, see (3), which can be view as a function of xp

in view of (1), we can rewrite (7) as

ûjpt`
i q P Hj,recpxpptiq, ûjptiq, ηptiqq. (10)

On the other hand, at time ti, the other nu´1 nodes do not
receive any new data, therefore, for k P t1, . . . , nuuztju,

ûkpt`
i q P Hk,holdpxpptiq, ûkptiq, ηptiqq. (11)

Several options can be envisioned for set-valued map
Hk,hold among which Hk,holdpxpptiq, ûkptiq, ηptiqq “
tûkptiqu meaning that ûk remains constant when uk is not
transmitted over the network, or Hk,holdpxpptiq, ûkptiq,
ηptiqq “ t0u corresponding to a zeroing strategy in, e.s.,
(Schenato, 2009). Note that we consider a set-valued map
in (11) for the sake of generality and to be consistent with
(10).

Between two successive transmissions, we use a general

holding function f̂u to generate û, i.e., for any i P Zě0 and
t P pti, ti`1q,

9̂u “ f̂upxp, û, ηq. (12)

Zero-order-hold devices correspond to f̂u “ 0, but other
strategies can be implemented as long as these lead to
model (12) and that the latter is forward complete.

2.4 Hybrid model

We are almost ready to present the overall model of the
NCS. Before that, we introduce the clock variable τ to
measure the time since the last transmission as in e.g.,
(Carnevale et al., 2007), whose dynamics is

9τ “ 1 when τ P r0, T s
τ` “ 0 when τ P rε, T s. (13)

As a result, the overall system is given by

9xp “ fppxp, Bûq
9̂u “ f̂upxp, û, ηq
9η “ fηpxp, û, ηq
9τ “ 1

,

/

.

/

-

τ P r0, T s

x`
p “ xp

û` P pI ´ ∆pxp, û, ηqqHrecpxp, û, ηq
`∆pxp, û, ηqHholdpxp, û, ηq

η` “ gηpηq
τ` “ 0

,

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

-

τ P rε, T s,

(14)

where ∆pxp, û, ηq is a nu ˆ nu diagonal matrix, whose
diagonal components are all 1 except one of them,
which is zero, Hrec :“ pH1,rec, . . . , Hnu,recq and Hhold :“
pH1,hold, . . . , Hnu,holdq. The location of the 0 diagonal com-
ponent of ∆ depends on the scheduling protocol; this is
explained in more detail in Section 4.

For the sake of convenience, we define q :“ pxp, û, η, τq P
Q :“ Rnxp ˆ Rnu ˆ S ˆ r0, T s and write system (14) as

9q “ fpqq when τ P r0, T s
q` P Gpqq when τ P rε, T s, (15)

where the expressions of f and G follow from (14).

2.5 Objective

Our main objective is to give conditions on the original
closed-loop system (1)-(4), the scheduling protocol and
the MATI T in (5) to ensure a global asymptotic stability
property for system (14). We specifically aim at exploiting
the fact that system (1) is over-actuated to propose
tailored scheduling rules, leading to possibly improved
guarantees compared to directly applying the existing
results (Carnevale et al., 2007; Heemels et al., 2010).

3. STABILITY RESULTS

To proceed with the stability analysis of (14), we follow
a similar approach as in (Carnevale et al., 2007; Nešić
and Teel, 2004) and we interpret system (14) as the
feedback interconnection of the physical system, whose
variable is xp, and the network-induced system, whose
associated variables are pû, η, τq. In the related literature,
it is customary to introduce the network-induced error on
the control input u, i.e., eu :“ û ´ u with u P Gcpyq
in our case, to model the perturbative term due to the
network, which impacts the physical system. Since plant
(1) is over-actuated, another relevant quantity to consider
is the network-induced error on the effective control input
v, i.e., ev :“ Beu. This is an important difference with
the existing works developed for general plant models
ignoring over-actuation. Indeed, because ev is the actual
network-induced error affecting the closed-loop dynamics,
the stability property established below in Theorem 4
differs from existing ones. Moreover, this allows to envision
new protocols, as will be explained in Section 4. Now that
we have defined eu, we can state the next assumption.

Assumption 3. There exist αV , αV , αV P K8, V : Rnxp Ñ
Rě0 continuously differentiable, W : Q Ñ Rě0 locally
Lipschitz 2 , H P Rnxp Ñ R continuous, 0 ă aW ď aW ,
L, γ ě 0 and ρ Pq0, 1q such that the following hold.

(i-a) For any xp P Rnxp , αV p|xp|q ď V pxpq ď αV p|xp|q.
(i-b) For any q P Q, x∇V pxpq, fppxp, Bûqy ď ´αV p|xp|q ´

H2pxpq ` γ2W 2pqq.
(ii-a) For any q P Q and u P Gcpyq, aW |Beu| ď W pqq ď

aW |eu|.
(ii-b) For almost all q P Q, x∇W pqq, fpqqy ď LW pqq `

Hpxpq.
(ii-c) For any q P Q with τ P rε, T s and g P Gpqq,

W pgq ď ρW pqq. l

Item (i) of Assumption 3 implies that the xp-system is L2-
stable from W pqq to Hpxq, like in, e.g., (Carnevale et al.,
2007; Heemels et al., 2010; Hertneck and Allgöwer, 2020;
Nešić and Teel, 2004). This property is typically ensured
at the first step of emulation when designing the effective
2 When η involves variables defined on (a subset of) Zě0, which are
constant during flows, like a transmission counter or a toggle variable
for instance, Lipschitz properties of W with respect to these variables
are (obviously) not required.
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control (4). It is, for instance, verified when plant (1) and
controller (3) are linear and the origin of the corresponding
closed-loop system is uniformly globally exponentially
stable (UGES) for which the results are new as far as
we know. On the other hand, item (ii) of Assumption 3
is related to the scheduling protocol. In particular, items
(ii-a) and (ii-c) imply that the scheduling protocol satisfies
a UGES property, which differs from those considered in,
e.g., (Carnevale et al., 2007; Heemels et al., 2010; Hertneck
and Allgöwer, 2020; Nešić and Teel, 2004), because the
lower bound in item (ii-a) of Assumption 3 involves |Beu|
and not |eu|. This is due to the over-actuation of plant
(1). We exploit this fact in Section 4 to propose novel
scheduling protocols tailored to this class of systems in
the sequel. On the other hand, item (ii-b) is verified when
the gradient of W is bounded (almost everywhere) by a
constant and f satisfies a linear growth condition, e.g.
(Nešić and Teel, 2004, Section 5).

The next theorem ensures a uniform global asymptotic
stability property provided Assumptions 1-3 hold and the
MATI T is suitably selected.

Theorem 4. Consider system (15) and suppose the follow-
ing hold.

(i) Assumptions 1-3 are verified.
(ii) T ă T pγ, L, ρq and ε P p0, T s where

T pγ, L, ρq :“

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

1
Lrarctan

` rp1´ρq
2

ρ
1`ρ

´ γ
L´1

¯

`1`ρ

˘

γ ą L

1
Lrarctanh

` rp1´ρq
2

ρ
1`ρ

´ γ
L´1

¯

`1`ρ

˘

γ ă L

1
L

1´ρ
1`ρ γ “ L

with r :“
b

ˇ

ˇ

`

γ
L

˘2 ´ 1
ˇ

ˇ.

There exists β P KL such that for any solution q and
eup0, 0q “ ûp0, 0q ´ u0 with u0 P Gcpyp0, 0qq,

|pxppt, jq, Beupt, jqq| ď βp|pxpp0, 0q, eup0, 0qq|, t ` jq (16)

for all pt, jq P dom q and, if q is maximal, it is complete. l

The main difference between Theorem 4 and the related
results of the literature is that the eu-component of the
solutions to (14) is not guaranteed to converge to 0 as
time grows. Indeed, it may be the case that the schedul-
ing protocol ignores certain nodes, while still ensuring a
desirable property for the xp-system, as exemplified in the
next section. As a result, we guarantee instead a uniform
global asymptotic stability with respect to two measures
(Cai et al., 2007; Teel and Praly, 2000).

4. SCHEDULING PROTOCOLS

While standard UGES protocols such as RR, which, again,
grants access to the network to each node in a cyclic
pre-determined fashion, or maximum-error-first try-once-
discard (TOD), which selects the nodes with the largest
network-induced error, ensure the satisfaction of items (ii-
a) and (ii-c) of Assumption 3, these may not be the best
options for over-actuated plant (1). Indeed, redundant con-
trol signals may then be communicated over the network,
which are not relevant for control. In this section, we
provide examples of scheduling protocols that exploit over-
actuation to avoid this possible shortcoming of these off-
the-shelf protocols while ensuring the satisfaction of items

(ii-a) and (ii-c) of Assumption 3. We emphasize that only
a sample of possible new protocols are presented here.

4.1 UGES protocol over a selection of ns nodes

Because system (1) is over-actuated and each actuator is
associated to one node, the scheduling protocol does not
need to visit all nu nodes to ensure the satisfaction of items
(ii-a) and (ii-c) of Assumption 3. Indeed, only a subset of
ns ď nu nodes is a priori needed for this purpose. We can
then implement a UGES protocol over these ns nodes. We
formalize this idea below.

For n,m P N, denote by t0, 1unˆm the set of matrices
with n lines and m columns where each element is either
0 or 1. The selected ns actuators correspond to the input
us P Rns where us “ Su and S P t0, 1unsˆnu is defined to
select the corresponding ns components of us from u. On
the other hand, the nu ´ ns remaining inputs are denoted
by ur P Rnu´ns and ur “ Ru with R P t0, 1upnu´nsqˆnu .
We thus write pus, urq “ rSJ RJsJu. Matrix rSJ RJsJ

is a permutation matrix and is thus orthogonal. As a
consequence, the transposed matrix

“

SJ RJ‰

corresponds

to its inverse and u “ SJus ` RJur.

Of course, the ns actuators cannot be selected arbitrarily
and must be able to generate the desired effective control
input v, i.e.,

@u P Rnu , Dus s.t. BSJus “ Bu “ v. (17)

Condition (17) is equivalent to

ImtBSJu “ ImtBu (18)

and implies ns ě ranktBu. Hence, the ns nodes have to be
chosen such that (18) holds, i.e., to span the column space
of B. In view of (18), we can define gs : Rny Ñ Rns such
that

us “ gspyq and BSJgspyq “ geffpyq, (19)
with geff from (3). On the other hand, we set ur “ 0 as the
remaining inputs are not needed to generate the desired
effective control input. As a consequence, (3) holds.

Remark 5. When ns “ ranktBu, there exists a unique
function gs such that (19) holds. This is due to the left-
invertibility of BSJ when ns “ ranktBu. l

We consider update laws at jumps for û of the form

û`
s “ us ` hspη, esq, û`

r “ 0, (20)

where es :“ ûs ´ us with us given by (19) and hs :
S ˆ Rns Ñ Rns . We assume that hs ensures the next
assumption.

Assumption 6. The protocol equation e`
s “ hspη, esq is

UGES, i.e., there exist W : S ˆ Rns Ñ Rě0, ρs P p0, 1q
and aW,s, aW,s ą 0 such that for all η P S and es P Rns ,

aW,s|es| ď W pη, esq ď aW,s|es|
W pgηpηq, hspη, esqq ď ρsW pη, esq. (21)

l

Assumption 6 means that the protocol, which schedules
network access among the ns selected nodes, is UGES as
defined in (Nešić and Teel, 2004, Definition 7). Examples
include RR and TOD protocols, which both satisfy As-
sumption 6 with:

‚ (RR) nη “ 1, Q “ Zě0, fη “ 0, gηpηq “ η ` 1,

aW,s “ 1, aW,s “ ?
ns and ρs “

a

pns ´ 1q{ns;
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control (4). It is, for instance, verified when plant (1) and
controller (3) are linear and the origin of the corresponding
closed-loop system is uniformly globally exponentially
stable (UGES) for which the results are new as far as
we know. On the other hand, item (ii) of Assumption 3
is related to the scheduling protocol. In particular, items
(ii-a) and (ii-c) imply that the scheduling protocol satisfies
a UGES property, which differs from those considered in,
e.g., (Carnevale et al., 2007; Heemels et al., 2010; Hertneck
and Allgöwer, 2020; Nešić and Teel, 2004), because the
lower bound in item (ii-a) of Assumption 3 involves |Beu|
and not |eu|. This is due to the over-actuation of plant
(1). We exploit this fact in Section 4 to propose novel
scheduling protocols tailored to this class of systems in
the sequel. On the other hand, item (ii-b) is verified when
the gradient of W is bounded (almost everywhere) by a
constant and f satisfies a linear growth condition, e.g.
(Nešić and Teel, 2004, Section 5).

The next theorem ensures a uniform global asymptotic
stability property provided Assumptions 1-3 hold and the
MATI T is suitably selected.

Theorem 4. Consider system (15) and suppose the follow-
ing hold.

(i) Assumptions 1-3 are verified.
(ii) T ă T pγ, L, ρq and ε P p0, T s where

T pγ, L, ρq :“

$

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

%

1
Lrarctan

` rp1´ρq
2

ρ
1`ρ

´ γ
L´1

¯

`1`ρ

˘

γ ą L

1
Lrarctanh

` rp1´ρq
2

ρ
1`ρ

´ γ
L´1

¯

`1`ρ

˘

γ ă L

1
L

1´ρ
1`ρ γ “ L

with r :“
b

ˇ

ˇ

`

γ
L

˘2 ´ 1
ˇ

ˇ.

There exists β P KL such that for any solution q and
eup0, 0q “ ûp0, 0q ´ u0 with u0 P Gcpyp0, 0qq,

|pxppt, jq, Beupt, jqq| ď βp|pxpp0, 0q, eup0, 0qq|, t ` jq (16)

for all pt, jq P dom q and, if q is maximal, it is complete. l

The main difference between Theorem 4 and the related
results of the literature is that the eu-component of the
solutions to (14) is not guaranteed to converge to 0 as
time grows. Indeed, it may be the case that the schedul-
ing protocol ignores certain nodes, while still ensuring a
desirable property for the xp-system, as exemplified in the
next section. As a result, we guarantee instead a uniform
global asymptotic stability with respect to two measures
(Cai et al., 2007; Teel and Praly, 2000).

4. SCHEDULING PROTOCOLS

While standard UGES protocols such as RR, which, again,
grants access to the network to each node in a cyclic
pre-determined fashion, or maximum-error-first try-once-
discard (TOD), which selects the nodes with the largest
network-induced error, ensure the satisfaction of items (ii-
a) and (ii-c) of Assumption 3, these may not be the best
options for over-actuated plant (1). Indeed, redundant con-
trol signals may then be communicated over the network,
which are not relevant for control. In this section, we
provide examples of scheduling protocols that exploit over-
actuation to avoid this possible shortcoming of these off-
the-shelf protocols while ensuring the satisfaction of items

(ii-a) and (ii-c) of Assumption 3. We emphasize that only
a sample of possible new protocols are presented here.

4.1 UGES protocol over a selection of ns nodes

Because system (1) is over-actuated and each actuator is
associated to one node, the scheduling protocol does not
need to visit all nu nodes to ensure the satisfaction of items
(ii-a) and (ii-c) of Assumption 3. Indeed, only a subset of
ns ď nu nodes is a priori needed for this purpose. We can
then implement a UGES protocol over these ns nodes. We
formalize this idea below.

For n,m P N, denote by t0, 1unˆm the set of matrices
with n lines and m columns where each element is either
0 or 1. The selected ns actuators correspond to the input
us P Rns where us “ Su and S P t0, 1unsˆnu is defined to
select the corresponding ns components of us from u. On
the other hand, the nu ´ ns remaining inputs are denoted
by ur P Rnu´ns and ur “ Ru with R P t0, 1upnu´nsqˆnu .
We thus write pus, urq “ rSJ RJsJu. Matrix rSJ RJsJ

is a permutation matrix and is thus orthogonal. As a
consequence, the transposed matrix

“

SJ RJ‰

corresponds

to its inverse and u “ SJus ` RJur.

Of course, the ns actuators cannot be selected arbitrarily
and must be able to generate the desired effective control
input v, i.e.,

@u P Rnu , Dus s.t. BSJus “ Bu “ v. (17)

Condition (17) is equivalent to

ImtBSJu “ ImtBu (18)

and implies ns ě ranktBu. Hence, the ns nodes have to be
chosen such that (18) holds, i.e., to span the column space
of B. In view of (18), we can define gs : Rny Ñ Rns such
that

us “ gspyq and BSJgspyq “ geffpyq, (19)
with geff from (3). On the other hand, we set ur “ 0 as the
remaining inputs are not needed to generate the desired
effective control input. As a consequence, (3) holds.

Remark 5. When ns “ ranktBu, there exists a unique
function gs such that (19) holds. This is due to the left-
invertibility of BSJ when ns “ ranktBu. l

We consider update laws at jumps for û of the form

û`
s “ us ` hspη, esq, û`

r “ 0, (20)

where es :“ ûs ´ us with us given by (19) and hs :
S ˆ Rns Ñ Rns . We assume that hs ensures the next
assumption.

Assumption 6. The protocol equation e`
s “ hspη, esq is

UGES, i.e., there exist W : S ˆ Rns Ñ Rě0, ρs P p0, 1q
and aW,s, aW,s ą 0 such that for all η P S and es P Rns ,

aW,s|es| ď W pη, esq ď aW,s|es|
W pgηpηq, hspη, esqq ď ρsW pη, esq. (21)

l

Assumption 6 means that the protocol, which schedules
network access among the ns selected nodes, is UGES as
defined in (Nešić and Teel, 2004, Definition 7). Examples
include RR and TOD protocols, which both satisfy As-
sumption 6 with:

‚ (RR) nη “ 1, Q “ Zě0, fη “ 0, gηpηq “ η ` 1,

aW,s “ 1, aW,s “ ?
ns and ρs “

a

pns ´ 1q{ns;

‚ (TOD) no variable η (nη “ 0), aW,s “ 1, aW,s “ 1

and ρs “
a

pns ´ 1q{ns.

Assumption 6 implies the satisfaction of items (ii-a) and
(ii-c) of Assumption 3 as formalized next.

Proposition 7. Under Assumptions 1 and 6, items (ii-a)
and (ii-c) of Assumption 3 hold with W as in Assumption
6, aW “ aW,s{|BSJ|, aW “ aW,s, and ρ “ ρs. l

The use of UGES protocol over the ns nodes instead of a
UGES protocol over the original nu nodes leads to smaller
constant ρs in general, as exemplified by the RR and the
TOD protocols above where ρs “

a

pns ´ 1q{ns instead

of ρ “
a

pnu ´ 1q{nu in the standard case. This may help
enlarging the MATI bound in item (ii) of Theorem 4 as
the map T is decreasing with ρ. However, the choice of W
also impacts the value of L in item (ii-b) of Assumption 3
and of γ in item (i-b) of Assumption 3 via the definition
of function H, which raises the question of how to choose
the ns nodes. Still, the examples in Section 5 show that
significant improvements are obtained in this case.

Remark 8. When the Lyapunov function W in Assump-
tion 6 has a uniformly bounded gradient (as for RR and
TOD), so is the gradient of W in Proposition 7. Then,
item (ii-b) of Assumption 3 follows when f satisfies a linear
growth condition as mentioned after Assumption 3. l

To conclude this subsection, we would like to point out
that when plant (1) is over-actuated to distribute the
control effort among all the actuators, the protocols above
are not adapted as nu ´ns actuators, those corresponding
to ur, are never used. In this case, an alternative is to
implement a switched protocol, which schedules transmis-
sions among different groups of selected nodes at each
mode. The protocol can then update all actuators signals
over a given period of times, while still exploiting input
redundancy during each mode. Assuming each protocol is
UGES, like in Assumption 6, and that the corresponding
Lyapunov function does not grow accross jumps due to
the other scheduling rule, we can prove that items (ii-a)
and (ii-c) of Assumption 3 is satisfied. The corresponding
model and analysis are omitted for space reasons. This will
be considered in future work.

4.2 A new maximum-error-first try-once-discard protocol

We have already mentioned that the TOD protocol is a
suitable candidate for our purpose as it satisfies items (ii-
a) and (ii-c) of Assumption 3, but does not exploit over-
actuation. Recall that TOD grants access to the node i for
which |ûi´ui| is the largest among all the nodes (Nešić and
Teel, 2004; Walsh et al., 2002). The underlying idea being
that the network-induced error of this node is the biggest
and thus must be sent in priority to the actuators. This
leads to the largest possible decrease of |eu| after a jump.
When dealing with over-actuated systems, this rationale
may no longer be suitable. Indeed, what matters here is
the network-induced error on v, i.e., ev “ Beu, not on u,
as already mentioned. We should therefore give priority
to the node, which leads to the smallest error |ev| after
a transmission. We present in this section a new protocol
called TODeff inspired by this idea.

RR TOD TODeff

T MATI T MATI T MATI

us1 0.169 0.260 0.169 0.260 0.169 0.260
us2 0.015 0.203 0.029 0.200 0.010 0.202
us3 0.009 0.132 0.017 0.136 0.006 0.137
u 0.001 0.115 0.004 0.045 0.011 0.122

Table 1. Values of T and of the estimated
MATI in Section 5

We select an output-feedback law g : Rny Ñ Rnu such
that u “ gpyq and Bgpyq “ geffpyq. We propose TOD-
effective (TODeff) protocol, which gives the update law
for û at a transmission

û` P u ` Ψpiqeu, (22)

where Ψpiq :“ diagt1i´1, 0,1nu´iu and i satisfying

i P argmaxjPt1,...,nuu|BpI ´ Ψpjqqeu|. (23)

The term BΨpjqeu corresponds to the value of Beu after
a transmission of node j P t1, . . . , nuu. Hence, by defining
i as in (23), TODeff selects the node leading to the
largest difference (decrease) of Beu after one transmission,
thereby respecting the rationale of TOD protocol. Note
that no variables η are needed here.

The next proposition states that TODeff protocol verifies
items (ii-a) and (ii-c) of Assumption 3.

Proposition 9. TODeff protocol in (22) satisfies items (ii-
a) and (ii-c) of Assumption 3 with W peuq “
a

řnu

i“1 |BpI ´ Ψpiqqeu|2 for any eu P Rnu , αW “ 1,

αW “
a

řnu

i“1 |BpI ´ Ψpiqq|2, and ρ “
a

pnu ´ 1q{nu. l
Remark 10. TODeff is presented considering the nu nodes,
but it can also be applied to a selection of ns nodes as
in Section 4.1, see Section 5 for an example. Note also
that the partial derivatives of W with respect to eu in
Proposition 9 are uniformly bounded almost everywhere,
which is useful to establish item (ii-b) in Assumption 3. l
Remark 11. Constant ρ in Proposition 9 is the same as
for classical TOD protocol. However, since aW and L are
different, the resulting MATI bound may be larger as it
will be shown in Section 5. l

5. NUMERICAL CASE STUDY

We present a numerical example where the plant model
and the controller are linear. Note that even for this case
the presented results are new. In particular, we consider
the scalar system given by 9xp “ Axp ` BvBu, y “ xp

where A “ 5, Bv “ 1 and B “ r4 3 2 1s. We thus have
nu “ 4 nodes. We have that dimpKer tBuq “ 3 and
Assumption 1 holds. Controller (3) is designed as v “
Kvxp with Kv “ ´5.9. We investigate different scheduling
policies and compare the corresponding MATI bounds T ,
see Table 5. We also give an estimation of the MATI
based on simulations (see the columns named MATI). The
estimation is based on performing a hundred tests, where
the initial condition is randomly taken in the set r´20, 20s.
The largest value of the transmission interval for which
the hundred tests remains stable becomes the estimation
of the MATI. We start with the “blind” approach, which
ignores over-actuation. In particular, we consider RR and
TOD protocols over the 4 nodes. We also consider the
proposed TODeff protocol over the 4 nodes (see the line
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labelled u). The state feedback control law is given in this

case by u “ Kxp whereK “ r´0.18 ´0.14 ´0.09 ´4.57sJ

that verifies BK “ Kv. The simulations show that TODeff

leads to a larger estimated MATI compared to the classical
TOD. Then we consider successively a selection of ns1 “ 1,
ns2 “ 2 and ns3 “ 3 nodes and implement a RR, a TOD
or a TODeff protocol over them. We take for this purpose
us1 “ u1, us2 “ pu1, u2q and us3 “ pu1, u2, u3q, which
ensure the satisfaction of (18) with Si “

“

Ii 0iˆp4´iq
‰

,
i P t1, 2, 3u. In this case, the feedback control law is
given by usi “ Ksixp where Ksi “ SiB

JpBSJ
i SiB

Jq´1Kv

verifies BSJ
i Ksi “ Kv. We observe in Table 5 that when

the number of input selected decreases, both T and the
estimated MATI considerably increase. We note that none
of the protocols can be considered as superior over the
others in terms of MATIs. However, we also see that,
when there are four nodes and thus when many nodes
are redundant, the new TODeff provides both the largest
values for T and the estimated MATI. Finally, note that
for us1, since there is only one node, all protocols logically
give the same values for T and the estimated MATI.

6. FUTURE WORK

This works opens the door to various relevant extensions
among which the case where the number of actuators
differs from the number of nodes, and the scenario where
the network is also used to connect the controller to the
sensors and the system is “over-sensed”, in the sense that
there are more sensors than needed to know the plant
output y. Also, since over-actuation is often motivated by
fault tolerance or robustness to attacks considerations, we
plan in future work to take these phenomena explicitly
into account in the model and in the analysis to come up
with exploitable conditions on the closed-loop system and
the scheduling protocol adapted to these contexts.
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